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Stelera Wireless Selects BandRich for High-Speed Modem Solutions

Stelera Wireless, the first company in the nation to introduce its 3.5-generation cellular technology have
selected BandRich Inc., as supplier for wireless broadband solutions.

Feb. 26, 2008 - PRLog -- Oklahoma City, OK - Stelera Wireless announced they have selected BandRich
Inc., as supplier for wireless broadband solutions via the Stelera C105, a data modem that allows users to
enjoy high-speed Internet surfing on their computers. This latest technology improves wireless signal
reception, enables higher data transmission rates, and saves downlink capacity for more users. Moreover,
the Stelera C105 reserves an external antenna plug for better reception at outlying or weaker signal areas. 

"It's exciting to be working with BandRich to bring new value to our rural customer base,” said Ed Evans,
CEO of Stelera Wireless. "By utilizing our wireless expertise and BandRich’s technological acumen, we are
pushing the next generation of wireless speed, capacity and quality forward. 

“BandRich is very pleased to work with Stelera Wireless in providing such a high speed mobile broadband
experience in the United States,” said Dr. Wen-Yi Kuo, BandRich’s co-founder and CEO. “With this new
spectrum (AWS band) activated in services, it is our great honor to provide the key device in facilitating the
mobile broadband services to customers.”

Evans noted that Stelera Wireless is the first company in the nation to introduce its 3.5-generation cellular
technology called HSUPA (High Speed Uplink Packet Access).  “The technology is so advanced that it will
produce download speeds of up to 7.2 megabits per second (Mbps) and upload speeds of up to 2 Mbps,” he
said.

# # #

About Stelera Wireless
Stelera Wireless is a leader in the technology of broadband services for rural markets. It is committed to
providing customers with the latest and most robust technology to provide the fastest data speeds available. 

Stelera Wireless owns 42 licenses to cover approximately 6 million people in 9 states and 300 cities and
towns across the United States, and is dedicated to provide superior services to each area. Headquartered in
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, Stelera Wireless is a privately held company. For more information on Stelera
Wireless products and services, call 1-866-STELERA, or visit www.stelerawireless.com.

Website: www.stelerawireless.com
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